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Part 1  Foreword

n June 20,2005, the Navy's Knox- class frigate "Fengyang war-

ship" carried Defense Minister LI JIE and the Speaker of

Legislative Yuan WANG JIN PING to carry out the mission of protect-

ing fisheries; their inspection site was near the verge of "the provisional

jurisdictional line of exclusive economic zone" promulgated by the gov-

ernment.  This event led to various notions at home of how the provision-

al jurisdictional line was delimited, what its legal effects and how the law

enforcement authority-the Coast Guard Administration enforces the law.

The author of this paper collected data concerning the origin of

how the Ministry of Interior Affairs delimited the provisional jurisdic-

tional line at the outset, the negotiation details, the approval process,

the follow-up fishery protection disputes brought about in peripheral

waters, and the issues faced by the Coast Guard Administration when

it enforce law on the waters.  The following comments on these issues

the author's personal views aimed at throwing out a minnow to catch a

whale, thus making this water jurisdictional line more transparent or

highlighting the value of its entity.

Part 2   The origin of how the provisional jurisdictional line

was delimited and the approved contents 
I. Origin:

Right after " United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of

10 December 1982 " formally entered into force on November 16,1994,

each oceanic coastal state began to actively lay claim to the sovereignty

of 200-nautical-mile exclusive economic zone (referring to the explo-

ration, development, maintenance, and management of natural

resources) and other jurisdictions.  Therefore, the scope of high seas

became increasingly narrower; in February, 2003, Taiwan fishermen

operating in the East China Sea were dispelled by Japan's coast guard.

Taiwan fishermen were very angry and threatened that they would not

hesitate to have the act of self.  To resolve the disputes overTaiwan fish-

ermen's fishing rights in the overlap waters with r neighboring coun-

tries, especially with Japan, the Ministry of Interior Affairs invited

domestic academics and experts in sea laws and representatives from

the ministries concerned to discuss whether the outside line of our

exclusive economic zone shall be promulgated or not.  After three times

of consultation respectively on March 7, May 2 and July 11, 2003, the

draft of " the provisional jurisdictional line of R.O.C.'s first batch of

exclusive economic zone " (hereafter briefly called the provisional juris-

dictional line) was consummated.

II. The approved contents :
The draft of " the provisional jurisdictional line "was submitted by

the Ministry of Interior Affairs to the ExecutiveYuan on September 30,

2003. After  review, the ExecutiveYuan replied on November 7 in the

same year, briefly as follows:

( I ) The submitted draft of " the provisional jurisdictional line " was

approved in principle. As to the territorial disputes relevant to

Bartan Islands, it's requested that an analysis and clarification

shall be made as soon as possible, and the findings shall be sub-

mitted to Executive Yuan.

O
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(II)  This draft shall be used as the basis for the law enforcement in

waters, so the provisional jurisdictional line shall be marked in

the General Chart of Coast for public duty ships.  It's also helpful

to the related measures currently taken by our government to pro-

mote our negotiations with other countries and to ensure our fish-

ermen's interests.  However, the coverage defined by this draft is

not our government's final asserted scope of exclusive economic

zone outside line and fishery rights, which still needs further

negotiation with other countries in the future.  If it's necessary for

related government agencies like the Ministry of Interior Affairs,

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Council of Agricultural to

explain this case to the public, this principle shall be used.

(III) The Council of Agriculture should choose an appropriate occa-

sion to explain this draft to our fishermen and emphasize to

them that this government's firm position to observe internation-

al laws and ensure our fishermen's lawful right and interests.

Part 3  The exterior demarcation of the provisional jurisdic-
tional line of the first batch exclusive economic zone 

I. The key point coordinates of the first batch provisional juris-
dictional line as follows:
(I) latitudes 29 degrees 18 minutes, longitude 126 degrees 00 minutes.

(II)    latitudes 25 degrees 40 minutes, longitude 126 degrees 00 minutes.

(III)   latitudes 24 degrees 46 minutes, longitude 122 degrees 30 minutes.

(IV)    latitudes 24 degrees 00 minutes, longitude 122 degrees 30 minutes.

(V)    latitudes 24 degrees 00 minutes, longitude 123 degrees 10 minutes.

(VI)   latitudes 23 degrees 38 minutes, longitude 123 degrees 10 minutes.

(VII)  latitudes 23 degrees 38 minutes, longitude 125 degrees 07 minutes.

(VIII) latitudes 20 degrees 00 minutes, longitude 125 degrees 07 minutes.

II. According to coverage of the provisional jurisdictional line,
the line extending from the north boundary to the west is not
noted with an end point; and neither is the south boundary to
the west.  To make it easier for the coast guard offices to
carry out their duty, the Coast Guard Administration coordi-
nated with the Ministry of Interior Affairs to stipulate the end
points of the south and north boundary as follows:
( I )  The extending point from the north boundary to the west sits at

latitudes 29 degrees 18 minutes, longitude 122 degree 43 min-

utes; namely 12 nautical miles extending outward from

Mainland China's territorial sea base line between the base

points---Lian Hsiungdi Islets and Yu-shan archipelago.  Put it in

other way, it's the intersection point formed by the westward

extension of the provisional jurisdictional line's north boundary

to the exterior demarcation of Mainland China's territorial sea.

(II)  The south boundary is still demarcated as the previously

approved exclusive economic zone overlapping Philippines'-an

area from latitudes 20 degrees northward and between longi-

tudes 119 degrees and longitudes 125 degrees 7 minutes, but it

does not contain Bartan Islands' peripheral waters from latitudes

21 degrees 19 minutes to the south and between longitudes 121

degrees 18 minutes and longitudes 122 degrees 23 minutes.   In

other words, the middle section of our south boundary dodges
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Bartan Islands' peripheral waters claimed by Philippines.

The dodging of the above 2 end points or the south boundary

middle section is actually a "polite concession" made by our govern-

ment not to exercise jurisdiction in the waters claimed by neighboring

countries before our negotiation with related neighboring countries for

the demarcation of territorial waters.

Part 4  The Coast Guard Administration's case-handling prin-
ciples and duty-performing practice for the provisional
jurisdictional line of the exclusive economic zone

I. Case-handling principles:
(I)   China Mainland fishing boats:

In accordance with "The Statute Governing the Relations

Between the People of the Taiwan Area and the China Mainland

Area", China Mainland fishing boats entering or operating in the

prohibited and restricted waters stipulated by the statute shall

be dispelled or the boats, goods and crew shall be detained; but

those outside the restricted water to fish inside our exclusive

economic zone shall be treated per the existing practice-- the

principle of "joint management and use".

(II) Foreign fishing boats:

a. from countries that have no overlap waters with us:

As stipulated in Article16 of "Law on the Exclusive Economic

Zone and the Continental Shelf of the Republic of China", the

authorities of national defense, police, customs or other author-

ized agencies of the Republic of China may engage in hot pur-

suit, boarding, and inspection. When necessary, the aforemen-

tioned authorities may expel or arrest the suspected person, or

detain the vessels, aircraft, equipment, or other articles belonging

to the suspected person, and institute legal proceedings.

b. from countries that have overlap waters with us: 

The principle of "joint management and use" shall be adopted

before the demarcation of exclusive economic zone is negotiat-

ed.  Fishing boats from countries that have overlap waters with

us shall be handled in a corresponding way their law enforce-

ment agency handles our fishing boats.

II. Duty-performing practice:
(I)  The duty-performing practice planned in 2003: From November-

the beginning of northeast monsoon to April 1 next year-the end-

ing of northeast monsoon, the duty adjustment for the northern,

southern and eastern waters was planned as one voyage per 10

days and revised depending on the weather, fishing season, and

Mainland China's no fishing period in the later months.

(II) The duty-performing practice amended in 2005: For the northern

(including the eastern) and southern waters, at least two voyages

per month.   During the fishing season from June to August or

when special incidents occur, the duty density shall be increased.

Part 5  The legal implications of the provisional jurisdictional line

I. Expedient regulations but also legal claims
According to the time and space background, professional consid-

erations, and concepts manifested in the later related documents, the
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major purposes of stipulating the provisional jurisdictional line are 3

items as follows:

(I)   Maintaining national sovereignty: By the demarcation of " the

provisional jurisdictional line ", the government publicized its

resolve to own Senkaku Islands and the peripheral waters and

will regularly tasks public duty ships to exercise jurisdiction in

the designated waters so as to ensure and maintain the exercise

of national sovereignty.

(II)  Giving our fishermen a safe fishery scope: Owing to standing

accentuation in Japan's own claims and aggressive jurisdiction

resort in the disputes over Senkaku Islands, and to prevent our

fishermen from being dispelled or treated unequally in the said

waters, the demarcation of " the provisional jurisdictional line "

can guide our fishing boats to fish inside the provisional juris-

dictional line and help safeguard their rights and benefits.

(III) Exercising jurisdiction in an easier way:  To our public duty

ships, the demarcation of "the provisional jurisdictional line" is

the important basis for the law enforcement.  Only if the name

given is correct can what is said be justified, so the Coast Guard

Administration repeatedly stresses its resolve to protect the fish-

eries within the provisional jurisdictional line.  This is also the

most important implication of demarcating the provisional juris-

dictional line.

In terms of the above-mentioned purposes, though "the provisional

jurisdictional line" is an expedient stipulation, it's indeed a legal claim.

II. It can't be used to serve as the basis for the future delimita-
tion of waters

"The provisional jurisdictional line" is an Executiveorder without

legal effects. In the future, it's still necessary to make an official declara-

tion of our 200 nautical mile exclusive economic zone in accordance

with the authorization of Law on the Exclusive Economic Zone and the

Continental Shelf of the Republic of China.  Thereupon, currently the

provisional jurisdictional line can only be regarded as the basis for the

law enforcement or serve as the reference for our negotiations with

those countries like Japan and Philippines that have overlap exclusive

economic zone with us.  It can't be used to serve as the basis for the

future delimitation of waters.

III. The demarcation of the provisional jurisdictional line still has
the substantial meaning of legal fulfillment 

According to the above-mentioned ExecutiveYuan reply, it only

stresses that this draft shall be used as the basis for our law enforce-

ment in waters, so the provisional jurisdictional line shall be marked in

the General Chart of Coast for public duty ships, but our public duty

ships dispatched by the Coast Guard Administration and the Fishery

Administration have performed related fishery protection tasks per

"the provisional jurisdictional line" ever since its approval by the

ExecutiveYuan in November, 2003.  Besides, at the 15th fishery negotia-

tion between Taiwan and Japan, our representatives more expressly

brought up "the provisional jurisdictional line" to their Japanese coun-

terparts and Japan did not lodge any further objection to this line.  Per

relevant international norms, this can be deemed as Japan's tacit recog-

nition of the line.
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IV. The provisional jurisdictional line is the law enforcement
basis but not a restriction for the public duty ships 

At the 5th meeting of the Ocean Business Research Committee,

the Coast Guard Administration, one of the members questioned what

the scope for the law enforcement in waters is.  Minister Syu once

requested that our public duty ships in principle should not enter

neighboring countries' 12 nautical mile territorial sea.  In other words,

it's proper to enforce the laws in waters as long as we do not aggrieve

other country's sovereignty.  Therefore, the provisional jurisdictional

line is the law enforcement basis but not a restriction for the public

duty ships.

V. The resolution of disputes still takes negotiations
"The provisional jurisdictional line" currently brought up by our

side was determined by the "balance principle".  Different factors like

the size of islands and population or the scope of area were taken into

account through subjective recognition to determine the line.  This is

quite different from the "median line principle" adopted by Japan.  In

addition, both parties all recognize Senkaku islands belongs to them;

hence "the provisional jurisdictional line" becomes the most pivotal root

of disputes.  Therefore, this author thinks that to resolve the disputes

still takes negotiations.  To solidify the intensity of our claim in future

negotiations with Japan, we shall invite related academics and experts

to evaluate a variety of strategies for the demarcation of waters in terms

of the law principle, truth, and history and strengthen in the meantime

the fulfillment of our jurisdiction before we go to the negotiation table.

Part 6  Conclusion

For the Coast Guard Administration, the implications of promul-

gating "the provisional jurisdictional line" lie in the meaning and value

of enforcing the law.  "The provisional jurisdictional line" not only stip-

ulates the scope of public duty ships' law enforcement but also gives

our fishermen a guarantee via the publicity made by the Council of

Agriculture that it is safe to fish within the line.  However, the public's

understanding of "the provisional jurisdictional line" has been quite

limited ever since its promulgation and declassification, and pending

issues, such as "the territorial disputes over Bartan Islands", are not yet

further studied.  Therefore, the Coast Guard Administration should

continue to perform tasks of sea patrol per "the provisional jurisdiction-

al line" promulgated by the ExecutiveYuan until the diplomatic negoti-

ations reach a final conclusion, i.e. the bilateral demarcation of territori-

al waters between Taiwan and Japan or . between Taiwan and

Philippines has a definite endgame.

(The author serves at the Department of Planning, the Coast

Guard Administration.)




